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Generalized Hello World

Recall from previous weeks our generalized 
Hello World application:

the user may select which word they want 
to be displayed

the user may enter new words for 
displaying
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Application Webflow
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state machine test test[   ]
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Note: 
  This webflow represents a slight modification of the obvious webflow version of the STD 
presented in the week 13 lectures. 

Can you see what that differences are? Why have these been made? What impact do these 
design changes have upon the resulting code?



Key Application Classes
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package test2Data[   ]

-message : String

StringTable

+add( String ) : void
+messages() : Vector<String>

DisplayMessageSelections

-messages : Vector<String>

DisplayGreeting

-message : String

StartPage

-message : String

AddText
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Notes: 
  The private attributes for each of these Boundary classes will need to be setup when the 
class instance (cf. viewable web page) is created - in other words, within the class constructor 
functions. 
  The methods within the Entity class StringTable classifies abstractly the type of SQL queries 
we may expect to perform upon our database table.



Application Page Layout
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package test2Data[   ]

-message : String

StringTable

+add( String ) : void
+messages() : Vector<String>

DisplayMessageSelections

-messages : Vector<String>

DisplayGreeting

-message : String

StartPage

-message : String

AddText
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In an implementation, this means we can now go ahead and define our PHP classes to 
represent these Boundary classes.
Since the point of a View State is to display a HTML page, our Boundary classes should all be 
equipped with a display() method to achieve this purpose. This implies the existence of a 
ViewState interface that Boundary classes must implement!



Application Mock-up

Don’t implement the Entity class StringTable

simply fake interactions with this class!

This allows us to (partially!) implement our 
Webflow for the application

In doing this, we end up with a mock-up/
prototype application (with no database 
backend) that we may demonstrate to a client
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See example2 within this week’s practical code hand-outs for the mock-up code of this 
application.

Note: in a couple of week’s time, we’ll come back to this application and see how to 
implement our StringTable entity.



Application Controller
When implementing Webflows, we typically 
end up with one Controller that all other 
classes interact with

often implemented in our index.php file

Action State Separate PHP class

Decision State Control-flow code within index.php

End State Garbage collection type code within index.php
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Note:
  We shall try and keep all our Webflow files in one directory.
  We already know how View State’s can be implemented.
  We’ll leave discussing how Subflow State’s can be implemented until a latter lecture.



A Problem

Let’s look at our application Webflow again

It’s clear that data needs to be communicated 
between our different Webflow states

eg. the list of available messages must be 
communicated from the Action state 
GetMessageSelections to the View state 
DisplayMessageSelections
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A Solution?
We may easily solve this issue by using GET 
or POST requests to pass information 
between our web pages

Generally speaking, these mechanisms are 
best reserved for communication between 
the user and our application

eg. the greeting selected is communicated 
from the View state DisplayMessageSelections 
to the Action state GetGreeting
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Why?
Increase in data transfer overheads with 
GET/POST requests

URL’s can become highly unreadable

Easier for rogue users to enter your 
application in unexpected ways

Visibility of data communication is reduced

More complex to code

Best for state-to-state communication
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Another Issue
What happens if our application is required 
to have access to the message selected after 
the state DisplayGreeting?

We could propagate this value through all 
states (ie. via global state and GET/POST 
requests) to the state that requires access to 
this data

a very obtuse way of passing the 
information indeed!!
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Persisting Global State
Notice that transitions from a View state to 
another state may require access to  GET/
POST request variables

However, transitions between all other states 
can often be handled by representing 
frequently accessed data as global variables 
within the currently executing environment

Idea fails with transitions from View states to 
other states, since processing is interrupted 
and the environment is reinitialized!
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Sessions

To solve this problem, we need a way of 
ensuring that data can persist when 
transitioning from a View state

Sessions solve this issue

Idea is that a session represents our 
applications global store and not the currently 
active execution environment
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Sessions
Need to first initialize a session

new session created or a previous session 
is reinstated

Application level variables that need to 
persist have to be added to the session

In End states, we need to ensure that all 
application level variables are garbage 
collected

need to destroy the session
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PHP Sessions
session_start();

new session or activate existing one
$_SESSION[“message”] = $message;

attach data to the session
session_destroy();

remove session from PHP session manager

Note: a little more work than this needs to 
be done for garbage collection!!
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Also need to empty our $_SESSION array of all session variables.
Additionally, may also need to remove any cookies that the session may have created.



Some Restrictions

You are not able to store just any old data 
within a PHP session!

This is because sessions are implemented as 
files on the web server. Thus, all session data 
needs to be serializable!

simple datatypes such as integer’s and 
string’s are OK

arrays are also OK
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Objects and Sessions

Objects can also be stored in sessions

However, if the object’s class can not be 
located when the session is restored, you will 
have problems

always ensure that all classes are included 
in files that contain session_start()
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